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light salmon-colored corolla. I describe the I

shorter, scattered: flowers in much smaller heads, at ends of

branches, and summit of stem: glandular and cellular pubescence very

thick upon the calyx, bracts, and upper leaves, and sometimes the en-

ti[«- upper portion of plant is pubescent.— A. Isabel Mulford, Her-

barium Lake Forest University.

Frost Plant*.— Prof. Lester F. Ward's observations on the
;

'Frost

freaksof the dittany," in the Gazette for April, 1893, occasioned much

interest, since the phenomena illustrate one form of the movement

of water in the plant stem. I have elsewhere 1 made a lengthy review

of the literature of the frost plants and take occasion to call attention

to the following references which may be accessible to the readers of

the Gazette.

Prof. Ward called my attention to the fact that the frost crystals

of Cunila and Hdianthemum were noted by Dr. Darlington.' The

first observation of frost phenomena recorded is that of Stephen

Elliot on the stem of Conyza bifrons (now Plulhea bifrons).*
'

John Herschel noticed a similar formation on the stalks of helio-

trope and thistle.- Prof. John Leconte made an extended study

of the frost crystals of Pluchea camphorata and P. bifrons, in 1848.

along the coast of South Carolina and Georgia. 5 Prillieux in I*

>ns on freezing in intercellular spaces described the forma-

tion of radial ice plates by herbaceous plants. 6 These observations

were duplicated byTrecul at the same time, and Sachs has given some

matter bearing upon this point. 7 In a recent number of this journal

Professor Atkinson gave a note recording the fact that these phenom-

ena were seen by him in 1885-86," while Professor Ward has found

that the frost freaks of the dittany are a matter of common informa-

tion in the locality in which his observations were made. 9

established that the frost phenomena occur on plants which

^Uhroaj^ the stem and laterally is wholly p h^icjj^
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that the frost plants show no especial differentiation of structure, so
that it is probable that many plants, if they should pass through the
death stage at a season offering the proper conditions of moisture and
temperature would furnish "frost phenomena."— D. T. MacDougal,
I 'nil

,
rsity of Minnesota.

Proposed seel collection of the U. S. National Herbarium.— The
Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C, has inaugurated a
seed collection in connection with the U. S. National Herbarium which
is intended to include seeds of all the species of plants obtainable,
especially weeds and forage plants.

The seeds, when not too large, will be placed in flat-bottomed speci-
men tubes of two sizes, the smaller 5"" long by 1.5™ in diameter, the

labeled
^^ ^ ^ ^^ dimensions

-
These tubes wiU be neatl V

K ^ >'
^
ystemat i ca ^y arranged, and placed in covered trays made of

fenders-board. Fleshy fruits of native American plants will be put
«to sim.lar bottles filled with preserving fluid. Authentic herbarium

from

m
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>
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